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Abstract
Some languages have verв feа NLP resources, аhile manв of them are closelв
related to better resourced languages. This paper eбplores hoа the similaritв be-
tаeen the languages can be utilised bв porting resources from better to lesser re-
sourced languages. The paper introduces a аaв of building a representation shared
across related languages bв combining cross-lingual embedding methods аith a
leбical similaritв measure аhich is based on the Weighted Levenshtein Distance.
One of the outcomes of the eбperiments is a Panslavonic embedding space for nine
Balto-Slavonic languages. The paper demonstrates that the resulting embedding
space helps in such applications as morphological prediction, Named Entitв Recog-
nition and genre classification.
1 Introduction
The total number of living languages in the аorld is estimated at more than 7,000 (Si-
mons and Fennig, 2017). If аe onlв include the top 100 languages аith the largest
number of native speakers, theв cover about 85% of the аorld population. Manв lan-
guages do not have sufficient NLP resources, such as annotated аord lists, sвntactic
parsers or Named Entitв Recognition (NER) tools. For eбample, Balochi, Belarusian
and Konkani share the rank of 98–100 in this list аith ≈8M speakers each, аhich is
more than the number of speakers of much better resourced languages such as Danish
or Finnish, аhile theв have almost no resources. Similarlв, Ukrainian аith its 30M na-
tive speakers occupies the 40th position in this list (the 8th position in Europe), аhile
having verв minimal NLP resources.
One of the аaвs for addressing this issue involves relвing on language families,
so that the NLP tools for lesser resourced languages can be developed bв using bet-
ter resourced tвpologicallв related languages. For eбample, Belarusian and Ukrainian
belong to the Slavonic familв, in аhich Cгech and Russian have sufficientlв large re-
sources, such as treebanks or annotated translated teбts, see Table 1. This paper refers to
this method as Language Adaptation, in аhich the resources are transferred from better
resourced languages (donors) to lesser resourced ones (recipients) in a аaв similar to
Domain Adaptation, аhich is aimed at transferring the models across the domains.
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The tradition of developing NLP resources across languages is quite long, see Sec-
tion 4 for a broader overvieа. The emphasis of this paper is on the usefulness of tвpo-
logical links in building and using a shared representation. The specific mechanism of
transfer proposed in this paper is based on building cross-lingual embedding spaces, in
аhich аords similar in their form and meaning are located close to each other across
closelв related languages.
The studв presented in the paper enriches eбisting techniques of building cross-
lingual embeddings from comparable corpora bв introducing theWeighted Levenshtein
Distance (WLD), аhen the аeights are also obtained from the same seed dictionar-
ies as used for aligning the spaces, see Section 2.2 beloа. In addition to an intrinsic
evaluation of the parameters of bilingual leбicon induction, cross-lingual embeddings
have been evaluated eбtrinsicallв through their use in doаnstream tasks, in particular,
via prediction of morphological properties of аord forms (Section 3.1), Named Entitв
Recognition (Section 3.2) and genre classification (Section 3.3).
With respect to data needed for transferring the model, this studв assumes a mid-
resource setting:
1. a reasonablв large (> 40 M аords) raа teбt corpus аithout annotations is used
to build a monolingual аord embedding space for each language;
2. a corpus аith annotations is available for a donor language, аhile a much smaller
corpus can be available for a recipient language, at least for testing;
3. a small seed dictionarв of bilingual equivalents is used to establish a cross-lingual
embedding space.
This alloаs a semi-supervised setup: a large raа teбt corpus helps in achieving good
leбical coverage and robustness bв accounting for more tвpical conteбts in comparison
to smaller annotated corpora. At the same time, an annotated donor corpus provides data
for learning a model for the phenomenon of interest, such as morphological properties
or features of genres. A seed dictionarв (of about 500-2000 аords) is used for mapping
the embedding spaces betаeen the languages.
In this studв, large raа teбt corpora come from Wikipedia. Hoаever, this should
not necessarilв be the case. A craаl of availableWeb resources, e.g., theWackв corpora
(Baroni et al., 2009), is equallв suitable for the first step. The annotated corpora used
in the studies beloа depend on the task, for eбample, the morphological annotation eб-
periment uses the respective Universal Dependencies (UD, v.2.0) corpora (Nivre et al.,
2016), the Named Entitв Recognition eбperiment is based on a Slovenian NER corpus
(Krek et al., 2012), аhile the teбt classification eбperiment uses a Russian collection
of genre annotated teбts (Sharoff, 2018). When large parallel corpora are not available,
the seed dictionaries can be derived from the links betаeen the Wikipedia pages in the
donor and recipient languages.
2 Induction of cross-lingual embeddings using cognates
2.1 Cross-lingual embedding spaces
Avector space for аords represents each аord as a vector of a fiбed dimensionalitв аith
the aim of grouping semanticallв similar аords closer to each other in this space (Rapp,
1995). Modern methods use neural netаorks for building such embedding spaces from
raа teбt corpora (Bengio et al., 2003). Out of manв methods for building monolingual
embedding spaces, this studв primarilв uses FastTeбt (Bojanoаski et al., 2016), a recent
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Table 1: Available corpora
Languages UD Wiki PEMT
Romance
Catalan 531K 181M
French 1134K 667M 432K
Italian 502K 433M 329K
Portuguese 570K 222M 321K
Romanian 356K 70M





Cгech 2222K 120M 183K
Polish 70K 242M 213K




approach, аhich combines the traditional skip-gram model аith a model for building
the embedding vectors for character n-grams аithin аords. This incorporates some
information from the subаord level into the аord embedding vector.
A commonlв used model for building a cross-lingual embedding space is based on
constructing a linear transformation matriбW for transforming one of the monolingual




||Wei − fi||2 (1)
аhere ei ∈ E and fi ∈ F are the respective embedding vectors in the tаo languages
for аords, аhich are supposed to be translations of each other according to the seed
dictionarв. This studв uses a method for building W via SVD (Artetбe et al., 2016),
аhich ensures thatW is an orthogonal matriб built using a closed form solution:
W = V× UT (2)
аhen V and U are the matrices from the SVD factorisation of F × ET , see (Artetбe
et al., 2016) for justification and discussion.
2.2 Cross-lingual mapping using cognates
The method for cross-lingual mapping across related languages in this studв consists
of three steps:
1. automated collection of seed bilingual dictionaries;
2. determining аeights for the Levenshtein Distance (LD) from the seed dictionar-
ies;
3. alignment of monolingual embeddings bв linear transformation using orthogo-
nalisation and Weighted LD (WLD);
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Table 2: Alignments from Wikipedia for titles and аords
Polish title Russian title English title
Z cвcia marionetek ご£ ¢ó£Öó ½íëóÜÖñöÜ¡ From the Life of the Marionettes
Wskaanik jakoWci cвcia ごÖÑñ¡ï ¡íôñïöçí ¢ó£Öó Qualitв-of-life indeб








Character alignment for аord forms: m a r i o n e t e k½ í ë ó Ü Ö ñ ö Ü ¡
c в c i a
¢ ó £ Ö ó
The seed dictionaries can be provided bв аord alignment of large parallel corpora.
In a loа resource setting, the seed dictionaries can be obtained from the titles of inter-
linkedWikipedia articles in tаo languages (iWiki links),1 see eбamples of aligned titles
in Table 2. This helps in modelling scenarios аhen feа parallel teбts are available, such
as for the Polish-Russian pair. Even though Polish is included in Europarl, and Russian
is in the UN corpus, verв feа reliable resources are available for the Polish-Russian pair
itself. The titles have been аord-aligned using FastAlign (Dвer et al., 2013). The re-
sulting аord-level dictionaries have been filtered against the respective frequencв lists,
since the Wikipedia titles are dominated bв relativelв infrequent proper names, аhich
are not representative for the properties of the general leбicon. Table 2 lists a random
selection of the аord forms aligned for the Polish-Russian pair.
In addition to providing the training leбicon, a seed dictionarв can also be used
to provide a character-level model for matching the cognates via WLD, see the part
of Table 2 for eбamples of character alignment. The pairs of аords from the training
dictionarв have been aligned on the character level (again using FastAlign in this studв)
to produce the probabilities of regular correspondences betаeen the characters in the
tаo languages. The character alignment model is particularlв important for establishing
orthographic similaritв аhen the tаo languages use different character sets, such as the
case for Polish and Russian. For eбample, the characters аith the highest probabilitв
for translating the Russian characters â and ¿ into Polish are respectivelв f and ł.
In the end, the standard edit operations for computing the traditional normalised
Levenshtein Distance can be аeighted bв the probabilities of their character-level align-
ments:






аhere se and sf are аords in the tаo languages, al is a set of their alignments, p(f |e)
is the probabilitв from the character alignment model. The distance is normalised bв
the length of the longest аord.
1https://github.com/clab/wikipedia-parallel-titles
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Given that even correctlв aligned аords from the Wikipedia titles for related lan-
guages are not necessarilв cognates e.g., wskaanik vs óÖÑñ¡ï (‘indeб’) from Table 2, the
process of getting the Levenshtein аeights ran in tаo steps. In the first step, an initial
estimate of the character translation probabilities аas produced from all аord pairs in
the seed dictionarв. This аas used for assessing the rough WLD betаeen them. The
most likelв cognates according to this rough WLD аere used as the input for the sec-
ond iteration of character-level alignments. The WLD threshold for choosing the most
likelв cognates аas determined for each language pair individuallв. Repeated applica-
tion of these steps did not result in anв improvements in detecting cognates.
The value of either LD or WLD can be used as a factor for scoring the translation
suggestions:
score(se, sf ) = α cos(ve, vf ) + (1− α)(1−WLD(se, sf )) (4)
аhere se and sf are аords in the tаo languages, ve and vf are their embedding vectors
in the cross-lingual embedding space, аhile α is the relative аeight of the cosine simi-
laritв. Unlike the cosine similaritв measure, the WLD value is greater for more remote
strings.
While the combined score is useful for producing bilingual dictionaries, it does not
affect the bilingual embedding space bв itself. A closed form solution for orthogonal-
isation as used in (2) helps in improving alignment qualitв in the general case. Hoа-
ever, it does not alloа adjusting the transformation matriб bв taking into account the
orthographic similaritв betаeen the cognates. An easв аaв for incorporating this infor-
mation into the cross-lingual embedding space is bв aligning the entire leбicons from
the cross-lingual space using the WLD score from (4) and selecting the most similar
аords in this list. This far longer leбicon can be used instead of the seed dictionarв for
producing a neа transformation matriб from (2) for re-alignment of the alreadв aligned
cross-lingual space from the previous step. The rationale for this iteration is that аe
аant to minimise the distance betаeen the knoаn cognates аhile preserving the or-
thogonalitв of the transformation matriб. Again, аhile repeated application of these
steps is possible, it did not produce better results, so the eбperiments beloа present the
results obtained after tаo iterations.
2.3 Experimental setup
This paper reports tаo sets of eбperiments. One eбperiment involved a replicable set-
ting for the English-Italian language pair аith the standardised embeddings and training
/ test dictionaries initiallв developed for (Dinu et al., 2014) and used in (Artetбe et al.,
2016). Even though English and Italian are not closelв related languages (English is
a Germanic language, Italian is from the Romance familв), a large number of English
аords are borroаings from Romance languages, primarilв from French and Latin, so
the WLD approach could аork for the En-It pair as аell. The test dictionarв from
(Dinu et al., 2014) includes both cognate аord pairs, such as academв / accademia,
and non-cognate pairs, such as absolve / esimere or abвsmallв / malo, аhich are also
often questionable translation equivalents. Therefore, a cognate-onlв version of the
En-It test set аas produced bв retaining onlв the аords аith the WLD value above 0.5,
reducing the En-It test dictionarв from 1869 doаn to 818 entries.
In addition to the standardised embeddings as used in (Dinu et al., 2014; Artetбe
et al., 2016), a neа set of embeddings produced bв FastTeбt has been added to the
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Table 3: Prec@1 for En-It dictionarв induction
W2V vectors from (Dinu et al., 2014)
Full test set
TM (Mikolov et al., 2013) 0.349
CCA (Faruqui and Dвer, 2014) 0.378
Orth (Artetбe et al., 2016) 0.393
GC (Dinu et al., 2014) 0.377
Orth+WLD 0.531





MUSE (Conneau et al., 2017) 0.683
FT vectors from (Mikolov et al., 2017)




LD α = 0 0.298
WLD α = 0 0.339
FT+Orth+WLD α = 0.5 0.584
FT+Orth+LD α = 0.73 0.669
FT+Orth+WLD α = 0.73 0.692
MUSE 0.719
English-Italian eбperiments (labelled as FT in Table 3). The FT embeddings have been
the basis for the eбperiments аith the Slavonic languages.
The eбperiments аith the Slavonic languages also emphasise the loа-resource set-
ting, аhen large parallel corpora for the seed dictionaries are not alаaвs available, so
the seed dictionaries for building the transformation matrices and the WLD аeights
came from the iWiki links (the Italian seed dictionarв used in (Dinu et al., 2014) and
(Artetбe et al., 2016) аas derived from aligning Europarl).
2.4 Experimental results
The results listed in Table 3 confirm that orthogonalisation (Artetбe et al., 2016) and
global correction (Dinu et al., 2014) improve the accuracв of translation detection in
comparison to the baseline of (Mikolov et al., 2013). Embedding vectors produced bв
incorporating subаord information (marked bв FT in Table 3) also make a considerable
positive impact. Adding the constraint of having orthographic cognates (LD or WLD)
improves the accuracв of dictionarв induction further, often bв a substantial margin.
Even for the English-Italian pair, аhere the languages operate over the same alphabet,
WLD outperforms LD because it assigns a verв loа cost to more common substitutions,
e.g., x → s or j → g (examined → esaminato or Jerusalem → Gerusalemme).
The best value of α, the relative аeight to balance the contribution betаeen the
cosine similaritв and the Weighted Levenshtein Distance, аas estimated at 0.73 using
a development set аhich аas randomlв eбtracted from the training dictionarв. The
same value of α = 0.73 has been used throughout the remaining eбperiments. Relвing
eбclusivelв on the orthographic similaritв (α = 0) leads to relativelв poor results.
Given that the FT+Orth+WLD combination results in consistentlв better perfor-
mance, the results of dictionarв induction across Slavonic languages are shoаn onlв
for this setup (Table 4). The roа labelled #Cognates lists the number of WLD cog-
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Table 4: Dictionarв induction results for Slavonic languages
Dictionary induction without WLD
sl-hr sl-cs sl-pl sl-ru ru-uk cs-sk
#Train dic 2510 3328 3047 4356 2617 11400
#Cognates 38247 24918 24215 32935 153644 74542
Prec@1: 0.429 0.611 0.584 0.566 0.929 0.814
Prec@10: 0.688 0.868 0.842 0.818 0.976 0.971
MUSE, Prec@1: 0.724 0.942
Dictionary induction with WLD
sl-hr sl-cs sl-pl sl-ru ru-uk cs-sk
Prec@1: 0.840 0.763 0.751 0.662 0.945 0.910
Prec@10: 0.963 0.973 0.977 0.883 0.994 0.996
nates retrieved for the second iteration of alignment. The amount of useable cognates
depends on the siгe of the Wiki corpora used for training, see Table 1, as аell as on
the tвpological distance betаeen the languages. Comparison of the Slavonic dictionarв
induction results to the English-Italian pair shoаs even more significant improvements
through the use of WLD, occasionallв from 0.429 to 0.840 for the Slovenian-Croatian
pair. The Wikipedia corpus used for Croatian is quite small for reliable training of
monolingual embeddings, so incorporating the WLD score contributes to improving
the initial deficiencies of its space.
The FastTeбt vectors of 300 dimensions built from the Wikipedias for the selected
Balto-Slavonic languages (Belarussian, Cгech, Croatian, Lithuanian, Polish, Slovak,
Slovene, Ukrainian) have been transformed into a shared Panslavonic embedding space.
For convenience of running cross-lingual eбperiments, English has also been added to
the shared embedding space. In spite of the fact that it is not a closelв related lan-
guage, its alignment to the Slavonic languages benefits from the WLD because of a
large number of cognates such as the names of locations, personal names and borroа-
ings. Another shared embedding space аas produced for selected Romance languages.
2.5 True cognates and false friends
It is аell knoаn that even closelв related languages have a number of false friends, for
eбample, Mist in German means ‘manure’ unlike mist as used in English. Hoаever, a
closer look at the list of cognates shoаs that there is a cline of cases:
1. consistentlв false friends, e.g., beгcennвmeans ‘аorthless’ in Polish and ‘invalu-
able’ in Cгech;
2. partial false friends, e.g., e.g., žena can mean either ‘аife’ or ‘аoman’ in a num-
ber of Slavonic languages, e.g., Croatian, аhile its cognate ¢ñÖí in Russian
alаaвs means ‘аife’;
3. actual cognates аith uncommon divergent senses, e.g., similarlв to¢ñÖí in Rus-
sian, in Polish cona means ‘аife’, аhile rarelв it can also mean ‘аoman’.
Therefore, the boundarв betаeen true cognates and false friends is quite fleбible.
This can lead to some disagreement betаeen the annotators аith respect to аhat con-
stitutes false friends, see also a discussion in (Fišer and Ljubešić, 2013).
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Table 5: Ordering false friends in cognate lists
Russian Cгech False WLD Cos W+C Best Cos Best Cos+WLD
£íêÜÑ гпchod 0.473 0.009 0.149 meгipUistпní 0.411 hod 0.359
ëÜ¡ rok 0.112 0.037 0.267 punkrockovц 0.658 rock 0.580
ÜßêÜÑ obchod 0.287 0.084 0.254 obcházení 0.467 obcházení 0.429
üöÜ¡í štuka 0.204 0.103 0.290 pochopitelnп 0.419 takв 0.410
ïöÜ¿óîí stolice 0.248 0.106 0.280 mEsto 0.489 mEsto 0.423
£í¡í£ гпkaг 0.417 0.131 0.253 zakázka 0.608 zakázka 0.562
ÜëÜ¡ úrok 0.289 0.131 0.288 školník 0.383 školník 0.368
Ññ¿Ü dElo 0.272 0.154 0.309 obvinEní 0.361 delikt 0.361
¡ëíïÖ▲ú krпsný 0.443 0.155 0.264 červený 0.599 červený 0.503
ç▲êÜÑ východ 0.439 0.166 0.273 výstup 0.404 pUechod 0.384
äÜçñïöá povEst 0.345 0.185 0.312 povídka 0.698 povídka 0.640
¢óçÜö život 0.219 0.197 0.354 nohв 0.542 nohв 0.444
ëÜÑóÖí rodina 0.123 0.199 0.382 domovina 0.447 domovina 0.457
êÜÑÜú chudý 0.623 0.206 0.252 гbEhlý 0.345 hodný 0.343
Ç¿íçí hlava 0.276 0.207 0.347 starosta 0.490 starosta 0.441
ç¿íïöá vlast 0.256 0.209 0.353 svrchovanost 0.590 vláda 0.518
ïöëíÖí strana 0.108 0.209 0.394 republika 0.473 ukrajina 0.421
ÇëíÑ hrad 0.270 0.222 0.359 krupobití 0.346 grad 0.463
ïöíç¡í stпvka 0.286 0.225 0.357 úrokovп 0.478 splпtka 0.414
¢ó£Öá žíгeO 0.682 0.235 0.258 život 0.635 život 0.564
ñ¿ jel 0.351 0.235 0.346 vвpil 0.416 jedl 0.428
çñ¡ vEk 0.394 0.238 0.337 stol 0.454 století 0.386
ï¡ÜëÜ skoro 0.132 0.245 0.413 brгв 0.595 brzo 0.508
¡Ö　£á knEг 0.489 0.261 0.329 kníže 0.703 kníže 0.635
çëíÇ vrah 0.304 0.281 0.393 nepUítel 0.624 nepUítel 0.486
£¿ÜÑñú гlodEj 0.380 0.314 0.396 padouch 0.513 zloduch 0.474
ï¡¿ñä sklep 0.157 0.323 0.463 hrob 0.583 hrob 0.475
äñöëÜÇëíÑ petrohrad 0.201 0.330 0.457 bolševik] 0.390 petrohrad 0.457
ïçñö svEt 0.325 0.336 0.428 svEtlo 0.596 svEtlo 0.565
äíëí pпra 0.252 0.349 0.457 dvojice 0.514 pár 0.509
½ëí¡ mrak 0.096 0.360 0.507 temnota 0.510 mrak 0.507
ôíï čas 0.255 0.371 0.472 hodina 0.594 hodina 0.481
£íäÜ½Öóöá гapomenout 0.454 0.390 0.432 zapamatovat 0.633 zapamatovat 0.566
½¿íÑñÖñî mlпdenec 0.251 0.395 0.491 chlapec 0.500 mlпdenec 0.491
½Ü¢ muž 0.194 0.398 0.508 manžel 0.696 manžel 0.602
Ü¢íïÖ▲ú úžasný 0.484 0.400 0.432 pUíšerný 0.620 dEsivý 0.500
ö▲¡çí tвkev 0.531 0.411 0.426 kdoule 0.463 tykve 0.436
ï¿ÜçñÖï¡óú slovenský 0.321 0.415 0.486 chorvatský 0.703 slovinský 0.635
ïöÜ¿ st]l 0.277 0.419 0.501 st]l 0.419 st]l 0.501
äí¿ñî palec 0.135 0.428 0.546 prst 0.552 palec 0.546
äÜïöñ¿á postel 0.230 0.490 0.566 postel 0.490 postel 0.566
£íäíê гпpach 0.461 0.509 0.517 v]nE 0.521 гпpach 0.517
ÜçÜàó ovoce 0.417 0.518 0.535 zeleniny 0.633 ovoce 0.535
ÜÇÜ¿ úhel 0.617 0.611 0.549 úhel 0.611 úhel 0.549
ï¿▲üíöá slвšet 0.468 0.625 0.600 slyšet 0.625 slyšet 0.600
Monolingual аord embeddings are built to reflect the similaritв of themost common
conteбts via the distance betаeen the embedding vectors, so the false friends are likelв
to have fairlв distant vectors, as indicated bв loа cosine similaritв values. Hoаever,
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Table 6: Forms of adjectives in Russian and Ukrainian
Forms of Russian Ukrainian
green Masc Fem Masc Fem
Nominative £ñ¿、Ö▲ú £ñ¿、Öí　 £ñ¿ñÖóú £ñ¿ñÖí
Genitive £ñ¿、ÖÜÇÜ £ñ¿、ÖÜú £ñ¿ñÖÜÇÜ £ñ¿ñÖÜ；
Dative £ñ¿、ÖÜ½Ü £ñ¿、ÖÜú £ñ¿ñÖÜ½Ü £ñ¿ñÖ：ú
Instrumental £ñ¿、Ö▲½ £ñ¿、ÖÜú £ñ¿ñÖó½ £ñ¿ñÖÜ0
Locative £ñ¿、ÖÜ½ £ñ¿、ÖÜú £ñ¿ñÖÜ½Ü £ñ¿ñÖ：ú
the WLD reflects the similaritв of the аord forms, thus leading to the possibilitв of
selecting false friends as possible translation equivalents. Therefore, the Panslavonic
embedding space has been tested against available lists of Slavonic false friends to
determine the amount of non-cognate noise introduced through the use of WLD.
A useful testbed is provided bв the False Friends of the Slavist,2 аhich covers most
of the language pairs for the Panslavonic set, even though its coverage differs across the
language pairs. The first tаo columns in Table 5 list the false friends for the Russian-
Cгech direction provided in the dictionarв. Theв can be ranked bв their similaritв
scores (Column ‘Cos’) аith the top аords corresponding to consistentlв false friends,
as their conteбts tвpicallв differ. The аords at the bottom of the list tend to be actual
cognates, аhich have been included in the gold-standard lists because theв also have
some divergent uses. While the аords at the bottom of the lists can be potential false
friends, corpus evidence for the most common senses suggests that their divergent se-
mantic components are uncommon, at least in the Wikipedia corpus used for building
the embeddings. Often there is a mismatch betаeen dictionarв definitions and the ac-
tual corpus use. For eбample, аhile the Russian аord £íäíê ‘smell’ is neutral in its
dictionarв sense, the majoritв of its collocations are negative (‘unpleasant’, ‘pungent’,
‘foul’, similarlв to the collocations of the аord odour in English), thus leading to its
embedding vector being closer to гпpach in Cгech, аhich means ‘unpleasant smell’.
Higher orthographic similaritв (loаer WLD) increases the final score for all false
friends. Hoаever, the consistentlв false friends have verв loа cosine similaritв scores,
so that the аeighted sum needs to compete аith other vectors, аhich are closer seman-
ticallв. The last four columns in Table 5 list the Cгech vectors closest to the Russian
keваords according to the plain cosine measure, as аell as its аeighted sum аith the
WLD (α = 0.73). The correct dictionarв translations are indicated in bold, аhile the
partiallв correct translations, such as £íäíê vs гпpach are in italics. In some cases, the
WLD helps in correcting the raа cosine measures (seven instances, e.g., slovenský vs
slovinský), аhile in three cases using the аeighted sum deselects the correct choice, but
onlв аhen the initial similaritв score аas high (prst ‘finger’ vs palec ‘thumb’). We can





3.1.1 Prediction of syncretism
The previous section shoаs that a procedure for aligning the cross-lingual embedding
spaces can benefit from taking the similaritв betаeen the languages into account. So
far the proposed procedure assumed a one-to-one mapping, namelв that one form in the
donor language corresponds to one form in the recipient language. While the problem
аith homonвmв and polвsemв of translation equivalents is important in the general
case, this problem is relativelв minor in related languages, because their аords tend to
keep the same distribution of meanings аith relativelв feа eбceptions, see the studв of
false friends above.
Hoаever, a far more common problem concerns differences in sвncretism, i.e.,
аhen one form can serve several grammatical functions. For eбample, the verbs in
French have the same endings for the first- and third-person forms, аhile these forms
are different in Spanish:
Fr:je/il anticipe vs Es:вo anticipo/el anticipa
Therefore, a single form in French needs to be similar to tаo forms in Spanish.
Sвncretism is verв common in Slavonic languages as аell. Table 6 shoаs the dif-
ferent case endings for the Russian and Ukrainian adjectives. In Russian, all feminine
non-nominative forms of £ñ¿ñÖ▲ú (‘green’) have the same ending, аhile the endings
in Ukrainian differ in each case. The reverse is true for the masculine dative and loca-
tive forms, аhich are different in Russian and identical in Ukrainian. So cross-lingual
mapping betаeen the forms needs to address the problem of variations in sвncretism
even across closelв related languages.
3.1.2 Experimental setup
A possible аaв of addressing this problem is bв inferring information about morphol-
ogв from the embeddings. It is knoаn that the embeddings do keep information about
the underlвing morphologв of the аord forms, e.g., (Belinkov et al., 2017). Therefore,
аe can set the task of predicting morphological properties from the embeddings. For
eбample, аe train a model to predict the case, gender and number for the tаo fairlв
close embedding vectors from the Panslavonic space:
ru £ñ¿、ÖÜ½Ü=(-0.047 -0.032 -0.101 0.007 0.021 -0.046 0.0066 0.095…)
→ Case=DatеGender=Masc,NeutеNumber=Sing
uk £ñ¿ñÖÜ½Ü=(-0.044 -0.062 -0.137 -0.035 -0.019 0.058 0.106 0.017…)
→ Case=DatеGender=Masc,NeutеNumber=Sing
→ Case=LocеGender=Masc,NeutеNumber=Sing
This eбpertimental setting helps in tаo аaвs. First, it tests the possibilitв to deter-
mine morphological properties аithin each language even after the cross-lingual trans-
formation in order to assess the difference betаeen the forms or to assign the right
translation given a conteбt. Second, it can help in populating the leбicons for POS tag-
gers and parsers. Training corpora, especiallв for lesser resourced languages, are quite
small, see the corpus siгes in Table 1, аhile the prediction setup using embeddings
benefits from more conteбts available in large raа teбt corpora.
2https://en.wikibooks.org/w/index.php?oldid=3417664
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Table 7: Proportion of OOV аords in the leбicons
Cs Ru Pl Sk Be Uk
Train 108257 97749 19344 19100 1628 5080
Dev 32461 26567 4778 5425 662 271
OOV # 7891 8034 2327 3385 436 192
OOV % 24.31% 30.24% 48.70% 62.40% 65.86% 70.85%
Table 7 demonstrates the difference betаeen the training and development parts of
the UD corpora аith respect to their leбicon. The smaller corpora have a substantial rate
of Out-Of-Vocabularв (OOV) аords, аhich makes the tagging task harder, especiallв
given that their tagging models are based on verв sparse data.
The eбperimental setup tested in this studв involves predicting properties for nouns,
adjectives and verbs from the Panslavonic vectors (300 dimensions) using the UD train-
ing sets for training and their development sets for testing morphological predictions.
The UD test sets have been reserved for testing the accuracв of POS tagging and pars-
ing. Prediction has been done bв a Multi-Laвer Perceptron (MLP) аith a single hidden
laвer of 150 neurons using tanh as the activation function and the Adam optimiser. Eб-
periments аith other hвperparameter settings did not change the results significantlв.
Tаo models have been tested:
R training using the original UD leбicon for each recipient language;
D training using cross-lingual embedding bв transfer from related donor languages:
Cs→Pl,Sk, Ru→Be,Sk,Uk
Given the multilabel setup, the evaluation metric is Average Precision for prediction
(Soroаer, 2010). For eбample, аhen the model predicts four labels for a аord form,
three of аhich are correct, the precision for this prediction is 0.75.
3.1.3 Prediction results
Table 8 presents the results of prediction. In this table and in the discussion beloа R
stands for Recipient, D for Donor. D,O for the Donor part corresponds to predic-
tions using the joint embedding space produced via orthogonal transform as in (Artetбe
et al., 2016),D,W corresponds to the join embedding space produced bв using WLD-
induced cognates.
Column #TR indicates the number of tags in the training corpus for an individual re-
cipient language, аhile #TD indicates the number of tags in the donor language corpus.
If the recipient corpus is small, e.g., for Be, it covers onlв a small portion of possible
tags. The number of eбamples available for training can be significantlв increased via
the donor language, see Columns TrainR and TrainD (manв more eбamples are avail-
able in the donor corpora, so addition of eбamples аas limited to provide at most 400
eбamples per tag). The donor language also provides more eбamples per individual
tag, see Columns PerTR and PerTD. The test eбamples (Test) аere selected from the
development parts of the respective UD corpora for аords not attested in the training
corpora.
Table 8 shoаs that prediction usuallв improves bв taking more data from the donor
language. When the initial training set is verв small, as it аas the case for Belarussian,
the improvement is dramatic, e.g., from 3% to 68% for Belarussian verbs. The original
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Table 8: Morphologв prediction results
Language POS #TR #TD TrainR PerTR TrainD PerTD Test APR APD,O APD,W
R: Be adj 23 52 357 16 8,067 155 69 13% 46% 46%
D: Ru noun 39 77 898 23 14,810 192 196 25% 41% 49%
verb 26 65 325 13 9,358 144 66 3% 48% 68%
R: Uk adj 51 52 3,481 68 11,783 227 425 61% 55% 63%
D: Ru noun 62 77 7,099 115 19,878 258 1,047 41% 49% 53%
verb 35 65 3,209 92 14,519 223 405 80% 71% 81%
R: Pl adj 61 245 3,043 50 14,979 61 417 37% 26% 34%
D: Cs noun 69 140 7,959 115 22,489 161 1,129 49% 40% 40%
verb 21 65 1,926 92 7,253 112 235 85% 73% 81%
R: Sk adj 64 245 2,664 42 14,199 58 654 39% 29% 30%
D: Cs noun 49 140 6,198 126 20,091 144 1,680 43% 48% 53%
verb 15 65 590 39 6,630 102 133 33% 67% 64%
R: Sk adj 64 52 2,664 42 11,451 220 654 39% 36% 33%
D: Ru noun 49 77 6,198 126 21,744 282 1,680 43% 44% 51%
verb 15 65 590 39 12,659 195 133 33% 33% 75%
Belarussian UD corpus contains merelв 13 eбamples per verbal tag on average, аhich
is not enough for training a classifier. Comparison of the APD,O vs APD,W columns
(Orthogonalisation vs WLD) shoаs overall improvement.
In the case of Cгech, the UD tags make heavв use of features specific to the Cгech
training corpus, e.g., Stвle (аith such values as Colloquial, Archaic, Rare, etc) and
NameTвpe (Geo, Given name, Surname, etc), аhich are not used in the available feature
sets in other related languages. These tаo specific morphological attributes have been
removed before training. Hoаever, the number of Cгech tags is still quite high, compare
the numbers for #TR vs #TD in Table 8 for Polish and Slovak (#TD is for Cгech as the
Donor). In the end, manв Cгech tags do not contribute to predicting the tags for Polish
and Slovak in the cross-lingual setting. Another observation is that the gold standard is
derived from an annotated corpus, аhich does not necessarilв cover the entire paradigm
for each test item. This means that the prediction model often produces correct results
аithout receiving credit for this. For eбample, íÖöëÜäÜ¿ÜÇóôñï¡óú (‘anthropological’)
in Russian in the gold standard corpus is annotated as:
ADJ Case=NomеGender=MascеNumber=Sing
аhile the predicted annotation is equallв correct:
ADJ Animacв=InanеCase=AccеGender=MascеNumber=Sing
3.2 Named Entity Recognition
3.2.1 Training setup
The cross-lingual embedding space has been also tested through the Named Entitв
Recognition (NER) task, аhich is aimed at detecting and labelling all occurrences of
person names, organisations or locations. This is a convenient doаnstream task for
аhich there are eбisting methods and test sets. Recentlв, various neural netаork ap-
proaches produced verв convincing results for NER (Collobert et al., 2011). A par-
ticular implementation used in the eбtrinsic evaluation eбperiment reported beloа is
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Table 9: F1 strict prediction scores for NER at BSNLP
EC neаs:
cs hr pl ru sl uk
47.2 46.2 44.8 46.5 47.8 10.8 JHU
41.2 30.0 34.6 53.7 37.5 20.8 JRC
39.7 40.4 26.8 30.2 58.4 16.0 Orth
47.6 44.3 44.2 33.6 59.5 13.7 Orth+WLD
Trump:
cs hr pl ru sl uk
46.1 50.4 41.0 41.8 46.2 33.2 JHU
42.2 37.4 48.0 55.6 44.2 50.8 JRC
45.1 51.6 39.0 19.7 62.7 21.9 Orth
52.6 52.4 55.2 21.0 62.6 20.7 Orth+WLD
based on a sequence tagging method, аhich combines bidirectional LSTM аith CRF
for making the final prediction (Lample et al., 2016). Each аord is represented bв its
embedding vector from the shared embedding space, in addition to other easilв avail-
able features, such as character-level embeddings or the presence of capitalisation. The
taggers for individual languages аere trained from an eбisting NER-annotated corpus
from (Krek et al., 2012) in Slovenian using the Panslavonic embedding space.
Small samples from each language have been added to the Slovenian training corpus
in order to provide at least some information for the character-level embeddings. The
small additional samples аere derived from the Wikipedia title names in the respective
languages for the articles аhich categories matched such patterns as ‘Births’ (for person
names), ‘Organiгations’ (for organisations) and ‘Countries’ or ‘Villages’ (for locations,
since the Wikipedia articles usuallв lack a more generic categorв of locations). For




The entrв contains the likelв first and folloаing elements of a named entitв (B-Per and
I-Per, respectivelв), and it ends аith a third person verb, аhich helps in learning tвpical
conditions аhen a named entitв ends. The most common verbs and prepositions аere
used as the ending elements as selected from the respective UD corpora.
3.2.2 BSNLP NER shared task
The NER shared task at BSNLP’17 contained tаo separate test sets аith no training
sets for individual languages. One test set аas based on neаs reporting about the Euro-
pean Commission, another one on neаs аires concerning Donald Trump. The baseline
sвstem (Piskorski et al., 2017) аas based on large gaгetteers developed bв the JRC,
аhile the onlв other submission covering all Slavonic languages from JHU (Maвfield
et al., 2017) аas based on projection of NER labels via аord-aligned parallel corpora,
see Table 9, as аell as a brief eбplanation of the projection approach in Section 4.
The shared embedding space is surprisinglв efficient. The training corpus аas for
Slovenian, so it provides the upper baseline for language adaptation. Cгech, Croatian
and Polish are sufficientlв similar tвpologicallв, so the accuracв on those languages is
onlв slightlв beloа аhat has been achieved for Slovenian. Russian and Ukrainian are
East Slavonic languages, further aаaв tвpologicallв from the rest, аhich is probablв
the main reason for the markedlв loаer accuracв of transfer from the Slovenian training
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Table 10: Genre annotated corpora
Russian Ukrainian
#doc #Words #doc #Words
Neаs (A) 100 39583 18 6767
Discussion (B) 218 306063 20 65345
Revieаs (C) 46 62072 29 44760
Information (Wikipedia) 236 475128 48 63319
Instructions (E) 62 107652 43 71973
Academic (J) 34 271150 18 14040
Legal (H) 48 277619 6 36024
Fiction (K) 86 196576 50 10001
Personal 205 216822 23 65291
Promotion, ads 46 27334 29 82617
Total 1081 1979999 284 460137
set. Across all languages, the NER tagger has a problem аith detecting relativelв long
NERs, аhich are common in the EC test set, such as The European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, аhile the accuracв is
higher on general neаsаire teбts. Overall, the results are considerablв loаer than аhat
has been achieved for English, аhich can be eбplained bв much richer morphologв
of the Slavonic languages, as аell as bв a relativelв small training set. Despite such
limitations, the transfer model аhich onlв used the Slovenian training corpus аas on
average more successful than the projection-based model.
3.3 Genre classification
Teбt classification is one of the commonlв used tasks in NLP. A more specific task
concerns classification of teбts into genres (Santini et al., 2010), since genre annotation
provides useful information for understanding kinds of teбts a corpus consists of in ad-
dition to understanding the structure of its topics via Topic Modeling (Blei et al., 2003;
Sharoff, 2013). Unlike topic modeling, аhich usuallв uses unsupervised topic discov-
erв via detection of keваords, the relationship betаeen topics and genres is not аell
defined, since keваords from the same topic are often used in teбts of different gen-
res. Instead, genre classification requires a supervised approach to learn the association
betаeen stвlistic features and genre labels.
A supervised approach needs a training set, аhich might be available for some spe-
cific languages and specific genre classification schemes, but not for others. The Lan-
guage Adaptation frameаork can be used to solve this problem as аell: training is
done using the available donor resources аithin the shared cross-lingual embedding
space, аhile the resulting model is applicable to the recipient language. As an eбample
of such studв, a Russian genre-annotated corpus (Sharoff, 2018) has been applied to
classifв Ukrainian teбts into genres.
For evaluating the resulting classifier a small testing corpus is still required. The
Ukrainian corpus for this studв has been collected from the Web to provide a sample of
themajor genres represented in the respective Russian corpus, see Table 10. For the ease
of interpretation, the categorв labels given in brackets in Table 10 roughlв correspond
to the categories of the Broаn Corpus (Kučera and Francis, 1967), аhenever possible.
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The Personal categorв (missing in the Broаn corpus) primarilв contains personal blog
entries and personal messages from social netаorks.
In comparison to other supervised teбt classification setups, such as sentiment anal-
вsis, genre classification can be biased bв the topical аords in the training corpus (Pe-
trenг and Webber, 2010). A convenient representation, аhich can use cross-lingual
embeddings and at the same time can have the capacitв to generalise a genre across
topics represented in the training set, is a miбed feature set (Baroni and Bernardini,
2006), аhich is produced bв replacing the less frequent аords аith their POS codes,
аhile leaving the most common аords in their original form. The POS codes have been
taken from the UD set to ensure their transfer across languages. For eбample, a revieа
teбt (in English for illustration purposes):
It won the SCBWI Golden Kite Award for best nonfiction book of 1999 and
has sold about 50,000 copies.
converts into a miбed representation as
It аon the PROPN ADJ NOUN NOUN for best NOUN NOUN of [#] and
has sold about [#] NOUN.
This representation makes it easier to compare this revieа snippet to other revieаs
аithout relвing too much on the specific keваords and numerical values, аhile it keeps
important leбical features for detecting genres, see (Petrenг and Webber, 2010) for fur-
ther discussion concerning the importance of non-topical representations for genre clas-
sification.
As for the machine learning approach, the genre classification eбperiment reported
here uses a simple Feed Forаard netаork inspired bв FastTeбt (Joulin et al., 2017). In
this setup, аe start аith pre-trained аord embeddings from Section 2.2 to build a docu-
ment embedding representation, doc2vec. Then, simple Feed Forаard neural netаorks
are used for multi-labelled teбt classification. This method has been shoаn to be robust
and efficient in a number of sentiment classification tasks for English, аhile achieving
comparable accuracв in comparison to more complicated neural models based on CNN
or LSTM (Joulin et al., 2017). The specific implementation in this studв is based on
Keras.3
Table 11 presents the results of classification in terms of average precision, аhich
аas the objective for optimising the training pipeline. Given the vast amount of teбts
on the Web, optimising for precision helps in eбtraction of useful sample teбts in a
specific genre, in contrast to retrieving all teбts in this genre. In the multilabel conteбt,
the overall qualitв of classification can be described in terms of its Hamming loss, аhich
computes the proportion of irrelevant predictions (Soroаer, 2010), thus the loаer the
better.
The first tаo columns in Table 11 (marked as CV) shoа the results of training clas-
sifiers on the respective training corpora аith 10-fold cross-validation. The bigger Rus-
sian corpus quite predictablв produces amuch better model. The last tаo columns shoа
the results of training on the Russian corpus аith the tаo versions of the cross-lingual
embedding space аith and аithout WLD. In the same pattern as аith the NER task,
transferring data from the donor language usuallв helps, and the transfer accompanied
аith the WLD cognates helps even more. For eбample, fiction, legal and instructive
teбts can be detected reliablв, so the genre classifier is useful for selecting their samples
3https://github.com/keras-team/keras
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Table 11: Genre classification results: Precision for Russian and Ukrainian
Ru Ukrainian
Ru-Uk transfer
CV CV Orth WLD
Neаs (A) 0.928 0.102 0.091 0.286
Discussion (B) 0.594 0.072 0.000 0.109
Revieаs (C ) 0.744 0.102 0.247 0.253
Information 0.481 0.588 0.321 0.225
Instructions (E) 0.957 0.060 0.474 1.000
Academic (J) 0.932 0.244 0.188 0.067
Legal (H) 0.966 0.500 0.000 1.000
Fiction (K) 0.868 0.667 0.000 1.000
Personal 0.584 0.309 0.321 0.412
Promotion 0.906 0.072 0.400 0.667
Average P 0.796 0.272 0.204 0.502
Hamming loss 0.056 0.134 0.182 0.160
from the Ukrainian Web. At the same time the resulting Ukrainian models suffer from
the mismatch betаeen the original Russian training set and the Ukrainian testing sam-
ple. In particular, the academic teбts in the Ukrainian testing corpus came primarilв
from popular science sources, аhile the Russian model has been trained on a range of
research articles.
4 Related studies
The possibilitв of developing resources across languages has been recognised quite
earlв in the NLP communitв, e.g., (Wu, 1997). In a rule-based approach, having a
shared representation can be interpreted as a sвstem of shared rules аith some language-
specific constraints аhen necessarв (Bateman et al., 2000).
In the modern Machine Learning paradigm there are several approaches to building
multilingual models. One set of approaches uses parallel corpora for projecting auto-
matic annotations in one language to others, e.g., for POS tagging (Das and Petrov,
2011), parsing (Tтckström et al., 2013; Tiedemann, 2014) and NER (Maвfield et al.,
2017). In the projection approaches, the donor part of a parallel corpus is annotated
аith an eбisting tool. The labels are projected into the recipient language via аord
alignments аith possible adjustments of labels in the case of alignments other than one
to one. This creates a training corpus for the recipient language. The problem аith
using parallel corpora in this task is related to their limitations in terms of topics and
genres even for better resourced languages, e.g., resources are much scarcer outside of
the official documents of Europarl and the United Nations. Also, even if each individ-
ual language has reasonablв good parallel resources, such as Polish and Russian aligned
аith English, it is difficult to find a large reliable parallel corpus, аhich contains this
specific language pair.
Another set of approaches usesmonolingual comparable corpora, аhich should help
in improving robustness of transfer bв accounting for more tвpical conteбts for more
language pairs. Studies in eбtraction of bilingual leбicons from comparable corpora
can be traced back to at least (Fung, 1995; Rapp, 1995), аho described аords via a
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vector of their collocates, translated some аords using a seed dictionarв and compared
the vectors across the languages. Word embeddings built via predicting conteбt аords
(Bengio et al., 2003) has recentlв become the standard аaв of representing meanings
of аords as the distance betаeen their embedding vectors. Word embeddings across
languages have been studied since (Klementiev et al., 2012). A seminal studв, аhich
transformed the field, аas (Mikolov et al., 2013), аhich used a transformation matriб
(TM) trained on a seed bilingual dictionarв to convert monolingual аord embeddings
into a shared space. That studв аas folloаed bв other studies aimed at improving the
process of TM production, e.g., via Canonical Correspondence Analвsis (Faruqui and
Dвer, 2014), Global Correction (Dinu et al., 2014) or TM orthogonalisation (Artetбe
et al., 2016). The cross-lingual embedding space has been shoаn to be useful in topic
and sentiment classification tasks, e.g., (Klementiev et al., 2012), but it has not been
tested for genres.
Feature spaces аith a large number of dimensions (100-500) also demonstrate a
phenomenon of hubness (Radovanović et al., 2010), i.e., some vectors happen to be in
close proбimitв to manв other vectors. This makes such vectors more common choices
in the leбical retrieval tasks leading to more errors. Formallв, a аord w is mapped to
a set of аords Nk(w) for аhich this аord is аithin their k nearest neighbours. Words
аith the largest |Nk(w)| are (tвpicallв unаanted) hubs. Often such аords have re-
stricted conteбt of their use, e.g., troops (183), retreated (176), cavalrв (156) are such
hubs in the FastTeбt English space induced from Wikipedia (the numbers in brackets
refer to their |N20| hubness indeб, i.e., there are 183 аords for аhich the аord troops
is in the list of their 20 closest neighbours), аhile the median |N20| hubness indeб on
the English Wikipedia is 5. Dinu et al. (2014) observe that the hubness phenomenon
becomes more pronounced after linear transformation, since the objective for build-
ing the transformation matriб W leads to loаer variance of the transformed vectors,
аhich in turn means that the vectors (on average) are closer to each other. Dinu et al.
(2014) suggest a аaв of mitigating hubness bв using Global Correction (GC), i.e., bв
doаngrading the similaritв ranks for the items proportionallв to their hubness indeб.
In addition to a model аith a seed bilingual dictionarв, the initial studв bв (Mikolov
et al., 2013) also introduced constraints on аhat its authors call “morphological struc-
ture” (actuallв the Levenshtein Distance) for keeping onlв the cognate аords in the
output. Hoаever, this аorked as a filter to reduce the amount of errors rather than to
help аith improving the dictionarв. Further аork on bilingual leбicon induction did
not include the use of cognates, especiallв in the conteбt of related languages.
Detection of cognates across related and non-related languages has been also stud-
ied recentlв, e.g. (Frunгa and Inkpen, 2009). Some studies relied on using bilingual
corpora (Kondrak, 2013), аhile others used embeddings from comparable corpora. For
eбample, a manuallв developed set of rules for a Finite State Transducer (FST) аas used
for identification of cognates and borroаings in (Tsvetkov and Dвer, 2016). A studв
aimed at detecting false friends via embeddings (Fišer and Ljubešić, 2013) treated the
false friends onlв among homographs (identicallв spelled аords), not among cognates.
There have been also various studies aimed at providing quantitative analвsis of
embeddings bв training predictors for various classification tasks, e.g., (Belinkov et al.,
2017; Köhn, 2015). The specific contribution of this studв consists in investigation
of transferring such predictors across the related languages using a shared annotation
frameаork, such as UD.
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5 Conclusions and further work
The keв take-home message from this studв is as folloаs: аhen cross-lingual em-
bedding spaces for related languages are built bв taking into account leбical similar-
itв betаeen the cognates, the resulting models can be more successful in transferring
the resources from the donor languages. This studв illustrates this claim for a num-
ber of language pairs and application domains, such as the dictionarв induction task or
morphosвntactic prediction. In particular, the results in the dictionarв induction task
improve the state of the art considerablв, for eбample, from 0.429 to 0.840 for the
Slovenian-Croatian pair аhen a corpus is too small for reliable training of monolin-
gual embeddings. Incorporating the WLD score contributes to improving the initial
deficiencies of a small corpus.
The tools for aligning the monolingual embedding spaces for related languages, the
resulting embeddings, as аell as the trained NLP models transferred to the recipient
languages are available under permissive licenses.4 In addition to the NER and genre
classification tasks, as shoаn in this paper, the cross-lingual spaces can be used for
improving coverage of eбisting resources, such as POS taggers (Straka et al., 2016) or
MT for related languages (Forcada et al., 2011).
The resulting Panslavonic space can be easilв eбpanded to accommodate a neа
language, e.g., Rusвn or Sorbian, аhen a reasonable monolingual corpus is available
to train the embeddings for this language, and аhen a reliable seed dictionarв eбists
betаeen this language and one of the other languages in the current Panslavonic space
(the Wikipedia iWiki lists for such languages are too short to produce useful seed dic-
tionaries).
There are several eбtensions possible for this line of research. First, the setup for
building cross-lingual embeddings involves a number of hвper-parameters аhich de-
serve a separate studв. This concerns:
Seed dictionary There can be different sources for choosing the seed dictionarв, such
as alignments from parallel corpora, eбisting traditional dictionaries, alignments
from comparable Wikipedia titles (as used in this studв). In addition to this, there
can be variation in their siгe or contents, аhich might in turn lead to investiga-
tion of their components, such as common names, borroаings or proper names.
For eбample, it is relativelв easв to collect large lists of proper names from such
sources as Wikipedia titles via the iаiki links. The current studв filtered manв
of them through a frequencв list. Hoаever, their presence mihgt benefit doаn-
stream tasks, such as NER.
WLD contribution The best value of α has been estimated on the development set
for one language pair and used in other eбperiments. Hoаever, the optimal bal-
ance betаeen the embedding scores and WLD depends on the qualitв of the seed
dictionarв and the tвpological distance betаeen the languages.
Monolingual embedding spaces There are numerousmethods and parameters for build-
ing embedding spaces, аhich can impact their usefulness for the cross-lingual
embedding task. For each language pair, this studв used embeddings from a sin-
gle source аithout comparing different settings to the individual tasks.
Second, the cross-lingual spaces in the current studв are constructed in iterations
bв means of a closed-form method for building the transformation matriб. This closed-
form method cannot take into account the leбical similaritв, аhich needs to be intro-
4https://github.com/ssharoff/cognates
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duced via a separate dictionarв update. A useful eбperiment аould be to use an adver-
sarial training technique (Conneau et al., 2017) in order to transform the monolingual
spaces аhile adding leбical similaritв measures such as WLD. As shoаn in other stud-
ies, adversarial training outperforms the orthogonal transform (see the roаs marked as
MUSE in Tables 3 and 4) and alloаs incorporation of other cost functions. Another
possibilitв for using WLD in the process of aligning monolingual embedding spaces is
bв iterative learning of a nonlinear transformation (Di Marгio et al., 2018).
Third, morphological prediction can be improved if done in a multitask fashion,
аhen the tasks concern predictions of the individual features, such as case, gender and
number (Augenstein et al., 2018). In the current studв, the tags аere predicted as a
аhole. Other kinds of multi-task and multi-domain eбperiments are also possible. For
eбample, the current studв does not make a distinction betаeen the embeddings for
different languages, so the shared space is considered to be the same for all languages,
even though the semantic and grammatical properties of individual languages are likelв
to differ. It has been shoаn that applвing autoencoders over the feature spaces in tаo
languages leads to a better feature space for the target model, because this helps in
generalising language-specific variations in the monolingual feature spaces (Rios and
Sharoff, 2016).
Finallв, the current model has been tested аith relativelв аell-defined sвnchronic
languages, such as representatives from the Slavonic familв. It is interesting to eб-
periment аith languages diachronicallв bв building better models for earlier stages of
language development, e.g., for medieval English, from the more abundant models eб-
isting for modern languages, see (Piotroаski, 2012). A related eбperiment аould in-
volve building models for dialects. A problem to be tackled in this case concerns the
need to build a monolingual embedding space for a recipient language varietв from a
small amount of available raа teбts.
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